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Using Your Altar Card to Create Sacred Space

Soul Illumination Altar Cards bring beauty and intention to your life. They are perfect for 
creating sacred space, focusing your intention and for calling Divine Assistance. What do 
you need most in your life? Focus on the imagery of your altar card, read its invocation 
aloud, and let your intention soar to Spirit. Now, relax, and just receive!
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Angel Estrella de la Luz
Pleiadian Angel of New Life

“Dear Pleiadian Star Light Angel of New Life, 
Illuminate my mind, body and soul, 

so I awaken in this dream, 
Wise, loving and whole.”

Estrella de la Luz is the Pleiadian Angel who brings New Beginnings and 
New Life, born of great possibility, potential and promise. She emanates 
star light codes and frequencies for shifting out of the old, worn out ways of 
existing, to embodying loving, peaceful, joyful, experiences of living.

Be patient and know change is occuring and that you are being transformed, 
as you let the light in. Trust that all is in perfect timing and that you have 
great assistance in your journey to waking up. 

Gaze upon Angel Estrella de la Luz, and be activated to your own greater 
potentiation, connecting to the light of your heart’s dreams. Ask her to help 
you fly between the worlds of your inner heavenly self, and your earthly 
expression to gain power and strength to give birth to a new way through 
unconditional love.

Angel Estrella de la Luz is here to help you fully remember and embrace 
yourself as a beautiful child of Spirit, a child of Heaven and Earth, born to 
live in love, fully embodied with Light.
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